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Abstract. The “Grothendieck-Teichmuller Group” (GT) appears as a “depth
certificate” in many recent works — “we do A to B, apply the result to C, and
get something related to GT, therefore it must be interesting”. Interesting or
not, in my talk I will explain how GT arose first, in Drinfel’d’s work on asso-
ciators, and how it can be used to show that “every bounded-degree associator
extends”, that “rational associators exist”, and that “the pentagon implies the
hexagon”⋆.
In a nutshell: the filtered tower of braid groups (with bells and whistles at-
tached) is isomorphic to its associated graded, but the isomorphism is neither
canonical nor unique — such an isomorphism is precisely the thing called “an
associator”. But the set of isomorphisms between two isomorphic objects al-

ways has two groups acting simply transitively on it — the group of automor-
phisms of the first object acting on the right, and the group of automorphisms
of the second object acting on the left. In the case of associators, that first
group is what Drinfel’d calls the Grothendieck-Teichmuller group GT, and the
second group, isomorphic but not canonically to the first and denoted GRT,
is the one several recent works seem to refer to.
Almost everything I will talk about is in my old paper “On Associators and
the Grothendieck-Teichmuller Group I”, also at arXiv:q-alg/9606021.

Baby(?) Example. PBn: pure braids;
I ⊂ QPBn the augmentation ideal;
B(m) = QPBn/I

m+1 (filtered!); B̂ =
lim
←−

B(m) (filtered!). Then gr B(m) =

C(m) and then gr B̂ = Ĉ where C =
〈tij = tji : [tij , tkl] = [tij , tik+tjk] = 0〉, so
B(m) and B̂ are isomorphic to C(m) and
Ĉ, but not canonically. Me not know that
the groups GT and GRT here have been
analyzed.

Main Theorem. The projec-
tion ASSO(m) → ASSO(m−1)

is surjective. (yey!)

Sketch. Given ASSO(m) 6=
∅ (hard, analytic), sufficient

is surjectivity of GRT(m) →
GRT(m−1), enough is surjectiv-
ity of grt(m) → grt(m−1), polyhe-
dron on left use, little homologi-
cal algebra too.

⋆ See arXiv:math/0702128 by Fu-
rusho and arXiv:math/1010.0754
by B-N and Dancso.
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Braids and the Grothendieck−Teichmuller Group, II

PaP

The Main CourseB(m) =
(

PaB(m),S : PaB(m) → PaP, di, si,�, σ
)

: C(m) =
(

PaCD(m),S : PaCD(m) → PaP, di, si,�, R̃
)

:

same-skeleton linear combinations allowed

same-skeleton linear combinations allowed

R̃ = X exp H
2

d4Γ · d2Γ · d0Γ = d1Γ · d3Γ

1 = Γ · (Γ−1)132 · Γ312

d1t
12 = Γ ·

(

t23 · (Γ−1)132 + (Γ−1)132 · t13
)

· Γ312

eǫ(t
13+t23) = Γ · eǫt

23

· (Γ−1)132 · eǫt
13

· Γ312


